We experimentally demonstrate a single-pixel, time-resolved camera that, by using the temporal information, produces improved reconstruction quality and shorter acquisition times, compared to traditional, non-time-resolved, single-pixel approaches.
Introduction
Producing high resolution and high frame-rate cameras that operate in challenging parts of the spectrum like IR is a great challenge [1] . One notable solution to this challenge is the single pixel camera which benefits from ideas central to compressive sampling. Previous works addressed the problem of compressive sensing for lensless imaging either with a single pixel [2] , or in a more general form of imaging with random masks [3] . However, these methods assume and use regular bucket detectors which integrate over all dimensions of the Plenoptic function. The result is a very long acquisition process that requires hundreds (or more) of consecutive measurements. Recently, a method that uses a time-resolved detector for single pixel cameras has been suggested [4] . Here, we experimentally demonstrate that a time-resolved single pixel camera provides superior quality when compared to traditional single pixel systems.
Compressive Ultrafast Sensing Framework
A target f ∈ R L with L pixels is illuminated by wavefront g ∈ R L . Light reflected from the scene is measured by an omnidirectional ultrafast sensor with a time resolution of T . The time-resolved measurement is denoted by m ∈ R N , where N is the number of time bins in the measurement. For a fixed time window, better time resolution (smaller T ) increases N. The measurement matrix H ∈ R N×L is defined by the space to time mapping that is enforced by special relativity. When the time resolution is very poor, H is just a single row (N = 1), identical to the regular single pixel camera case. The illumination operator is a diagonal matrix G ∈ R L×L with the illumination pattern g on the diagonal.
We consider N time samples and M illumination patterns ( j = 1..M) so the time-resolved measurement for the j-th illumination pattern, is defined by: m j = HG j f. Concatenating all measurement vectors results in the total measurement vector m ∈ R NM . The total measurement operator Q is an NM × L matrix, such that:
To recover f we invert the system defined in Eq. 1 using compressive sensing approach.
Experiments and Results
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1a . A femtosecond Ti:Sapphire pulsed source (80 MHz repetition rate, 120 fs pulse duration, 800 nm wavelength) is incident on a Digital Micro-mirror Device (DMD, Texas Instruments). The DMD is projecting the desired compressive patterns on the target and controlled by a computer. The target is imaged with a Becker&Hickl photomultiplier tube (PMT) detector and sampled with Time Correlated Single Photon Counter (TCSPC) electronics that has a measured total impulse response time of 27 ps. The compressive patterns utilized here are Hadamard patterns with a resolution of 32 × 32. The first step in the experiments is the calibration of the measurement matrix H. This step is achieved by imaging a white wall with full rank Hadamard patterns (32 × 32 = 1024 in this case) that are used to recover H. Fig. 1b shows the structure of the measurement operator, the ring structure indicates the areas in the targets that are mapped to different time bins. This shows that improved time resolution encodes more spatial information and thus requires less compressive patterns for recovery of objects. Figure 2a shows recovery results using compressive ultrafast sensing. The target is a white circle. The figure shows recovery results using the suggested approach and compares it to a traditional single pixel camera (without any time sensitivity) for different number of compressive masks. The reconstructions are evaluated with Structural Similarity (SSIM), that ranges in [0,1] (higher number indicates better reconstruction). Figure 2b also presents a plot for the complete SSIM trend as the number of used masks is reduced (more compression).
To demonstrate that these results are not unique to this particular target we use the mutual coherence. Mutual coherence is defined by:
where I L is the identity matrix, andQ is Q with columns normalized to 1. Lower mutual coherence is better and provides guarantees for compressive sensing recovery. The plots in Fig. 2b show that the time-resolved measurement provides superior mutual coherence for any given number of masks. The lower mutual coherence is the reason for better reconstruction quality (higher SSIM) at all levels of compression. In conclusion, we experimentally demonstrate that the time-resolved single pixel camera provides significantly improved reconstruction quality with the same number of compressive masks. Alternatively, it can reduce the acquisition time as it requires fewer compressive masks to achieve a desired reconstruction quality.
